
Subject: Ready for fun?

Hi Joe, 

It's Dave here from River and Desert Action Sports
and wow, I just can't wait to tell you about something 
fun, I mean this is REALLY fun!
 
Imagine this...

After navigating down a long set of staircase drops,
zigging and zagging and then successfully skirting the 
final boat eating hole, you begin to relax a bit...

You think to yourself, "Wow, that was sweet!" The 
stability of the vessel has made the run a snap
as you float gracefully through the final wave train
sequence.

Then you spot the play wave. This is the one that you've
been waiting for. Smooth, glassy face that stretches 
unbroken across half the river. 

So you eddy out, punch the line and wham, you're surfing. 
The power of the wave grabs and holds your attention as 
you rhythmically slide back and forth across the face.

Moments later, still on the wave, you drift off into the 
zone...that peaceful place. A glow inside, as you are 
hypnotized by the waters' pulsating white reflections off 
the sun. 

You continue surfing the wave. To the right, then to the 
left, and back again. 

Endlessly falling down the face of the wave.

You have been here many times in your kayak; frolicking 
about. But this time is different. 

This craft is unique.  At this moment, you are standing 
high above the water - on a stand-up paddle board...

Whaaaat? Surfin' waves? Running rapids with ease?

...in a stand-up? 

Is this possible? 
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It is true. The Rincon WaterBoard offers you all the 
thrills of play boat paddling and river running in a 
stand-up configuration. 

This board is unlike any other, hands down. It makes SUP 
Whitewater paddling not only possible, but now brings the 
experience to an incredibly exhilarating new level. 



Pure fun!  

Have you ever tried to use a stand-up in the river only 
to be frustrated from constantly falling and swimming? 

...getting tossed off even by the smallest water features?

With the Rincon WaterBoard, it is different...

The design of this river running SUP vastly improves 
your ability to stay on top, on the board - the way things 
were meant to be. Its channel bottom hull and removable 
fins allow it to track yet spin quickly.

The unique shape and curves provide unmatched stability 
and maneuverability. 

With this super fun SUP, you will have the confidence to 
ferry upstream, punch through sharp eddy lines, and enjoy 
carving across your favorite surf waves. 

And yes, you can even paddle down some of the most 
difficult rapids with ease.

Constructed with the same rotomolded plastic as kayaks, 
this board will outlast and outperform the other river 
SUPs currently available.

Sounds exactly like what you have been looking for, doesn't it?
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Order your WaterBoard before the end of this month and
it will be delivered with 50% savings on the shipping cost. 

As with all Rincon products, this SUP is warranted to 
be free of defects for a full year after purchase.

And to make this river SUP absolutely irresistible, the 
WaterBoard is offered at one of the lowest prices of 
any SUP available today.

But you need to act now. The river is waiting.

Will you answer the call?
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Dave
River and Desert Action Sports

P.S. The WaterBoard will definitely step your river 
SUP game up to an entirely new level. From flat water 
calm to bombing gnarly river holes and every surf wave 
in between, this SUP totally rocks. 

It is available now at a surprisingly reasonable price.

How far will you push your game with your WaterBoard?
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